
Mirror Trader Crypto & RoboX Crypto are 

now available to support Cryptocurrencies 

Brokers offering cryptocurrency can boost trading by offering Tradency advanced 

automatic trading and Robo-advisory platforms  

 

September 27, 2017 –Tradency, a financial technology provider, today announced the 

support of cryptocurrencies by its auto trade-by-knowledge platform, the Mirror Trader 

and its active robo-advisor the RoboX. Both platforms now support trading of 

cryptocurrencies pairs and offer especially designed cryptocurrency trading strategies 

and portfolios. Mirror Trader Crypto & RoboX Crypto provide the growing list of online 

brokers offering cryptocurrency trading, with the most advanced and award-winning 

trading technologies.   

Mirror Trader Crypto & RoboX Crypto deliver to the retail traders, new cryptocurrency 

strategies that take advantage of the cryptocurrency trading patterns to create trading 

opportunities. The new cryptocurrency strategies are generated by Tradency’s global 

echo-system of strategy providers, and currently trading the most popular 

cryptocurrencies such as: Bitcoin, Litecoin, Ethereum, Dash and Ripple. Full flexibility is 

provided to the broker to add the new cryptocurrency strategies to its existing Mirror 

Trader and RoboX platforms to provide additional trading variety or may create new 

dedicated auto trading platforms for cryptocurrencies. 

“Volatility creates many trading opportunities for active traders. As such, crypto assets 

are great fit for automatic algo trading” said Oz Golan, Tradency's vice president of 

sales. “FX brokers adding cryptocurrencies to attract day traders who see the 

opportunities in cryptocurrency trading patterns. With the Mirror Trader crypto and 

RoboX crypto services, these opportunities can be delivered to a much wider audience."  

  

About Tradency 

Tradency is a pioneering financial technology provider, focusing on B2B2C product 

development and advanced services for retail investors and retail traders. Tradency has 

been successfully providing automatic trading (Mirror Trader) and Robo-advisory 

(RoboX, Smart Investor) platforms used by millions of end users globally. Financial 

institutions around the world, license and market Tradency’s revolutionary financial 

technology, creating new market trends and business opportunities. Tradency invented 

the Mirror Trading concept in early 2005, forming a bank grade trading service that 

provides retail traders with valuable, professional knowledge and automatic trading 

strategy implementation. Since early 2015, Tradency is leveraging its success by 

bringing its established technology to provide financial institutions with active and hybrid 

robo advisory to serve the fast growing global robo advisory market. Tradency is active 

in all 5 continents and has a prominent presence in Japan.  

For more information, please visit www.tradency.com  

http://www.tradency.com/

